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DATA ON CASE OF GORDON STANLEY, CLEAR

Time Spent on Major Processes of This Case
Start-change-stop, 1 hour 40 minutes.
Step 6 (previous to finding "Rock"), 12 hours 15 minutes.
"Help" on "a swimmer," 2 hours 25 minutes (preclear's true name is Swimmings).
"Help" on "an undertaker," 2 hours 35 minutes (preclear had been rescued from
drowning by an undertaker).
"Help" on "a slave," 7 hours 25 minutes.
"Help" on "a planet," 20 hours 40 minutes.
"Help" on "a player," 1 hour.
"Help" on "a people pleaser," 16 hours 20 minutes.
"Help" on "an ice cube," 4 hours 30 minutes. (This brought up a "one-eyed
robot ice-making machine" which the pc could see with his eyes; E-Meter showed that
it had been there 40,000,000,000,000 years; pc looked at it and itJeft.)
Step 6 (after finding "Rock"), 11 hours 50 minutes.
"Havingness" -total for intensive (subjective, objective and "connectedness") 4
hours 40 minutes.
"Scouting for Rock" -total for intensive 5 hours 45 minutes.
Some search for goals beyond "Clear".
"What sort of mind would Please people?" "Tell me a person that would Please."
About 30 minutes on the above two commands.
Some general "Help" and a 6 object running of Step 6 all the way to "Make it a
little more solid" was done prior to running "Help" on various phases of the "Rock".
Pc's real name is Swimmings, so I ran "Help" on "a swimmer"; this brought up
pc's being rescued from drowning by an undertaker who happened to be in the vicinity
of the place where pc was swimming. (On account of a scandal regarding pc's father
being sent to prison, pc's mother started using her maiden name of Stanley for herself
and her children. Pc's name is actually William Gordon Stanley Swimmings.)
"Undertaker" stuck the needle.
In running "Help" on "an undertaker" facsimiles came up that ran clear back to
ancient embalmers; this flattened.
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About this time "People pleaser" came out; in scouting, "a slave" stuck the
needle. The running of "Help" on "a slave" brought up many facsimiles; some went
back to Rome and Greece. The pc found the auditor many times in these past scenes.
A further scout brought up "a planet" sticking the needle. "Help" was run for a
long time on "a planet"; pc became more exasperated with this than any other object.
On the week end conference the Director of Processing made the evaluation that
"a planet" was probably the "Rock". Pc was very disappointed that it didn't prove out
that way.
After flattening "a planet" the needle did not get a stick; "Help" was run on "a
people pleaser", checking every few brackets for a definition of "a people pleaser".
After hearing a tape in which this process was somewhat invalidated, another "scout"
was made. At this time "an ice cube" stuck the needle. "Help" was run on "an ice
cube"; this turned up a "one-eyed robot ice-making machine". This was the "Rock".
Pc could see it with his eyes when he looked at it. He looked at it and communicated
with the auditor on it; it disappeared. Pc would have to mock it up after that to see it.
A check on the E-Meter showed it to have been in existence for 40,000,000,000,000
years. Pc said it had been there for 36,000,000,000,000 years.
Some more general "Help" was run and also 6 objects on Step 6; this went very
fast; it was carried through "Make it a little more solid."
This person felt that he was clear; the evaluation that "a planet" was the "Rock"
and his disappointment that it was not put him in a "maybe". He wanted confirmation
that he was clear. The auditor would not do so. This person would read at 2.5 on meter
during session; when he went to the office of the Director of Processing, his needle
reading would drop to 1.5. He had a weekend session with his auditor, and needle was
still at 1.5; he took a walk with another person, and took another look and decided
that he was clear and that was the only way it could be. The following day he checked
out clear.
An additional note: "Connectedness" was not run on this person until he had
already eliminated his "Rock"; this was the first person that ran "Connectedness" with
any real success for this auditor. It was in this that he cognited that he was putting the
MEST universe there.
J.M. Brand
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Permission is hereby granted by the undersigned to use the case history written by
Smokey Brand with respect to the undersigned's intensive, in any manner you wish.
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